CSFSA FUTSAL LEAGUE 2021 “HOUSE RULES” AND REMINDERS

**NEW RULE – A RED CARD TO COACHES OR PLAYERS MEANS THEY WILL BE SUSPENDED FOR
THE ENTIRE WEEKEND OF GAMES. COACHES WHO COACH MULTIPLE TEAMS WILL NOT BE
ABLE TO COACH ONCE A RED CARD IS RECEIVED IN ANY GAME OR AGE GROUP**
. 1) Game time is (50 minutes Games Straight – No Halftime)
. 2) 1 Timeout per team. A Timeout can only be called at a dead ball and the team calling the timeout
must be in possession of the ball.
. 3) Referees will be monitoring subbing. Player must completely be off of the court prior to new
player entering court. Players must exit & enter through the sub zone (player bench). Yellow
cards will be issued to players entering the field incorrectly.
. 4) U14 & Under: The GK cannot distribute the ball over the midway line
. 5) GK 2 touch rule will be enforce:
- once the keeper touches the ball (hand, foot or body), they cannot touch the ball (hand, foot or body)
again until a player from the opposing team touches it.
. 6) Coaches are only allowed to sit on the bench, stand even with or behind the bench. They are not
permitted to stand in front of the bench or enter the court.
. 7) Keeper only has 4 seconds to release ball once he/she gains possession. This includes goal
clearances and when playing the ball with their feet. Once keeper crosses the midway line, they
become a field player at that point and the 4 second rule becomes inactive. When the keeper
goes back to their defensive side of the court, the 4 second rule again takes effect.
. 8) Kick ins take the place of throw ins. A kick in must be taken within 4 seconds, the ball must be
stationary, the player taking the kick must have their plant floor on or behind the touch line and
the ball must be on or 25 cm behind the touch line.
. 9) Team fouls are accumulated per half. After the 5th accumulated foul, the team that was fouled
gets a direct free kick from the second penalty mark or, if they choose, from the spot that the
foul occurred (provided that spot is closer to the goal than the second penalty mark).
. 10) All Game Jersey’s Must Have Numbers on the Back!!!
. 11) Any court decisions by the referee are final.
Good Luck to Every Team!

